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Accuracy of free-energy perturbation calculations in molecular simulation.
II. Heuristics

Nandou Lu and David A. Kofke
Department of Chemical Engineering, University at Buffalo, State University of New York,
Buffalo, New York 14260-4200

~Received 9 April 2001; accepted 2 August 2001!

We examine issues involved in applying and interpreting free-energy perturbation~FEP!
calculations in molecular simulation, with the aim to develop simple heuristics that can guide their
use and warn when a result is likely to be inaccurate. We build on the accuracy model developed in
the first paper of this series@N. Lu and D. A. Kofke, J. Chem. Phys.114, 7303 ~2001!#, which
emphasized the sign of the entropy difference (DS) between the target and reference systems as an
essential indicator for the correct implementation of FEP calculations: such calculations must be
performed in the ‘‘insertion’’ direction, for whichDS,0, or else they are very likely to be
systematically incorrect~i.e., inaccurate!. We describe here an extended analysis for insertion FEP
calculations, and identify the groupM exp(DS/k), where M is the number of independent FEP
samples taken andk is Boltzmann’s constant, as a relevant quantity for characterizing the accuracy
of FEP result. We find that ifM exp(DS/k) is of order 100 or larger, then one can expect the FEP
calculation to yield a result of minimally acceptable accuracy; for a margin of safety a value of 1000
or greater is preferable for this group. Although the FEP-measuredDS is required to apply this
heuristic, it is ‘‘safe’’ in that any inaccuracy in thisDS will be such that the groupM exp(DS/k) is
even smaller than it is for the trueDS, and will therefore still warn of an inaccurate result. The
analysis is demonstrated for a very wide range ofDS values, considering a model FEP calculation,
a hard-sphere insertion calculation, and a diameter-change FEP in the Lennard-Jones model. We
apply the results of this analysis, and earlier work, to consider the question of the optimal number
of intermediate stages to use in a staged FEP calculation. The analysis shows that, for optimal
accuracy, stages should be selected such that the entropy difference per stage satisfiesDS/k5
21; however, consideration of the precision instead prescribes thatDS/k522. Inasmuch as the
precision is the larger concern once accuracy reaches an acceptable level, the latter criterion forms
our recommendation for selecting the number of intermediate stages. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1405449#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Free-energy perturbation~FEP! is a method for calculat-
ing free-energy differences by molecular simulation.1 The
basic technique is widely used as the foundation of analy
of phase and reaction equilibria, solvation, binding affin
stability, and kinetics.2–5 The approach is very popular be
cause it is very convenient to apply. In its simplest form
gives the free-energy difference between one system~theref-
erence! and another~the target! while performing a simula-
tion of only the reference.6 However, FEP calculations ar
highly prone to systematic errors, and simple counterm
sures that are sometimes applied to remedy these inac
cies often do not improve the outcome. The evidence for
incorrect result is found by applying the FEP calculati
twice, taking each of the two systems of interest as the
erence. Usually these results differ systematically, an
simple average is taken in an attempt to get the cor
value.7–17 In the best case the inaccuracies are removed
applying more computation, usually by introducing ve
many intermediate stages in the FEP calculation, until
difference between the forward and reverse averages for
stage is brought to an acceptable level. Such a solutio
effective but very inefficient.
6860021-9606/2001/115(15)/6866/10/$18.00
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The usual methods for characterizing the quality of
simulation result consider the variance of block averages
the simulation data, and thus consider theprecision of the
calculation, not itsaccuracy. Completely different methods
are needed to characterize the accuracy of
calculation.18–20The difficulty is to identify inaccuracy in the
FEP result using simulation data that might themselves
inaccurate. In the first paper of this series21 ~hereafter re-
ferred to as paper I!, we performed an analysis of the acc
racy of FEP calculations. The aim of the work in paper I is
provide a formal basis for developing simple but effecti
methods for recognizing and compensating for system
errors in FEP calculations. In the present work we apply t
formalism to develop an easy-to-use heuristic for identifyi
systematic errors in FEP calculations. We review in Sec
the primary results obtained in paper I, and in Secs.
through V we develop our accuracy heuristics. Simulat
tests for verifications are given in Sec. VI and concludi
remarks in Sec. VII.

II. REVIEW

Entropy plays a central role in the analysis of the ac
racy and precision of FEP calculation, so we characterize
6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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two systems of interest according to their relati
entropies.19,20 We use a subscript ‘‘H’’ to denote a property
of the higher-entropy system, and we use ‘‘L’’ to describe a
property of the system having lower entropy. The free ene
difference can be calculated via simulation in which eith
the H or the L system is used as the reference~i.e., the
system that governs the sampling of configurations!, while
the other serves as the target. If theH system is the reference
we say that the FEP calculation is a~generalized! insertion,
while if the L system forms the reference, we have adeletion
calculation. In paper I we concluded that deletion FEP c
culations were hopelessly prone to inaccuracy, and shoul
avoided entirely, so in the present work we consider inac
racy in insertion calculations only.

Insertion free-energy perturbation calculations are ba
on the following exact formula:22,23

exp~2bDA!5^exp~2bu!&H , ~1!

where u5UL2UH is the difference in energy for a give
configuration in theH and L systems, andDA5AL2AH is
the corresponding free-energy difference;b is the reciprocal
temperature, 1/kT, with k the Boltzmann’s constant andT the
absolute temperature. The angle brackets indicate an
semble average, and theH-subscript thereon indicates sam
pling of the high-entropy system. A corresponding formu
applies to the deletion calculation24

exp~1bDA!5^exp~1bu!&L . ~2!

It is useful to write the ensemble averages as o
dimensional integrals

exp~2bDA!5E du exp~2bu! f ~u!, ~3!

and

exp~1bDA!5E du exp~1bu!g~u!, ~4!

where the integrals run from2` to 1`, and f (u) andg(u)
are distribution functions that describe the probability of o
serving a configuration having energy differenceu when
sampling the higher-entropy and lower-entropy systems,
spectively. These distributions are related24,25

f ~u!exp~bDA!5g~u!exp~bu!. ~5!

We model the inaccuracy of FEP calculations by assu
ing that all error arises from inadequate sampling of the
of the distribution where the exponential in the integrals
Eqs. ~3! and ~4! are large. We identify a lower-limit energ
uf for the insertion calculation, or upper-limitug for the
deletion calculation, and we assume that sampling is per
for energies up to this value, but that no sampling occ
beyond it. The unsampled region is the source of the inac
racy in the calculation. It happens that the fractional or re
tive inaccuracy of exp(bDA), de, in the insertion average
~subscript ‘‘ins’’! is simply the area under theg distribution
lying belowuf , while the error in the deletion average~sub-
script ‘‘del’’ ! is the area under thef distribution lying above
ug
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deins[
exp~2bDAins

sim!2exp~2bDAexact!

exp~2bDAexact!

52E
2`

uf
g~u!du, ~6!

and

dedel[
exp~1bDdel

sim!2exp~1bDAexact!

exp~1bDAexact!

52E
ug

1`

f ~u!du, ~7!

where the superscripts ‘‘sim’’ and ‘‘exact’’ ofDA indicate the
simulation result and the true value of the free-energy diff
ence, respectively.

The absolute error inbDA can be calculated using

d~bDAins!5bDAins
sim2bDAexact

52 lnS 12E
2`

uf
g~u!duD , ~8!

for insertion calculation, and

d~bDAdel!5bDAdel
sim2bDAexact5 lnS 12E

ug

1`

f ~u!duD
~9!

for deletion calculation. For small error, the fractional err
de is approximately the absolute error inbDA, as one can
see from the series expansion

d~bDAins!52 ln~11deins!52deins1O~deins
2 !, ~10!

and

d~bDAdel!5 ln~11dedel!5dedel1O~dedel
2 !. ~11!

From Eqs.~6! and ~7!, or ~8! and ~9!, one can see that an
error in the insertion calculation results in overestimate
DA, while error in the deletion calculation results in unde
estimate inDA. As defined here,de is always a negative
number. For convenience, in the following discussion wh
we mention the value ofde, we actually refer to its absolute
value.

We further model the inaccuracy by considering t
most likely outcome from a simulation in which the FE
average is sampledM times independently. Applying a
probabilistic argument, we can develop expressions for
most likely values of the limit energies (uf* ,ug* ) in terms of
the energy distributions, thus

] ln f ~u!

]u U
u5u

f*
5M f ~uf* !, ~12!

and

] ln g~u!

]u U
u5u

g*
52Mg~ug* !. ~13!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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We have argued that a FEP calculation performed in
insertion direction will be much more reliable than one p
formed as a deletion. One way to approach this conclus
using the accuracy model reviewed here involves consi
ation of the width of thef and g distributions. The limit
energy of the broader distribution can more easily come
lie on the other side of the narrower distribution—t
sampled region of the broad distribution is better able
overlap the entire narrow distribution, whereas much m
sampling is required to have the sampled region of the n
row distribution encompass the broad distribution. Since
error is based on the area of the conjugate distribution ly
outside the sampled region of the reference-system distr
tion, sampling that uses the narrow distribution as the re
ence will have a larger error. We expect that this is the lo
entropy distribution, which is the one sampled in a delet
calculation.

III. SAMPLING THRESHOLD FOR 50% ERROR

To develop a heuristic, we consider first a means
gauge the order of magnitude of the sample sizeM ~the num-
ber of independent FEP samples contributing to the ensem
average! needed to approach a reasonable result in an in
tion calculation. To this end we develop an expression for
value of M that yields a fractional error of 50% in the fre
energy. Of course a practical FEP calculation would aim
a much better accuracy than this, and consequently wo
carry on much more sampling. But it turns out that the 50
threshold is easily characterized using our formalism, an
does provide an order-of-magnitude gauge for the amoun
sampling that is necessary for a good result, as well as h
ing the path to follow for further analysis.

According to our accuracy model, a 50% error in t
insertion free energy occurs when the most likely limit e
ergy uf lies at the median ofg(u). For this purpose we can
approximateg as a symmetric distribution, which is appro
priate for many cases. Then the median becomes the m
or the peak value, ofg. To apply this criterion, we need t
reformulate the expression for the most likelyuf in terms of
the g distribution. This is easily accomplished by combinin
Eqs.~5! and ~12!, with the result

] ln g~u!

]u U
u5u

f*
1b5Mg~uf* !e2bDAe1buf* . ~14!

We want to use this to get an expression for the value oM
for which uf* lies at the maximum ofg(u). Thus, we may
drop the derivative, since it is zero at this point. Also, w
break the free-energy difference into its energy and entr
components, yielding

b5M1/2 exp~DS/k!g~uf* !exp@1b~uf* 2DU !#, ~15!

where the 1/2 subscript onM indicates it is the value for 50%
accuracy. We showed in paper I that the energy differe
DU should in many cases be approximately equal to
mean ofg(u). If we equate the mean to the median/mo
uf* , then the exponential in the energy will drop out, and E
~15! becomes
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b5M1/2exp~DS/k!g~uf* !. ~16!

The maximum value ofg(u), i.e., g(uf* ), can be character
ized by its width, or standard deviationsg—sinceg is nor-
malized to unity, its maximum should vary inversely wi
sg . The advantage in making this change is thatsg can be
more easily calculated in a simulation; it does not requ
histogramming. Introducing these considerations, we ar
at a simple, compact expression for the 50%-accur
sample size

M1/2exp~DS/k!;bsg . ~17!

Clearly, the 50%-accuracy sample size,M1/2 depends on the
entropy difference between the perturbation systems, and
width of the g distribution. Note that for insertionDS,0.
More sampling is required as the entropy difference
creases, and~much less so! as the distribution of energies i
the target system widens.

The primary observation that we take from this analy
is the importance of the groupM exp(DS/k) in characterizing
the expected accuracy of an insertion calculation. The
evance ofM exp(DS/k) is consistent with the common unde
standing that the accuracy of a FEP calculation is affected
both the sampling size and the magnitude of the perturba
between target and reference, which is closely related to
entropy differenceDS. The present result quantifies th
view, and shows howM andDS come together to influence
the accuracy. Contrary to some popular views, the magnit
of DA is not itself the primary quantity affecting the acc
racy.

In the remainder of this work, we will develop this ob
servation and test it with some simple example FEP calc
tions. We examine the relevance ofM exp(DS/k) first for a
model based on reasonable forms for the energy distr
tions, then we consider the hard-sphere insertion FEP ca
lation, and finally some simulation results for a FEP calcu
tion involving the Lennard–Jones model.

IV. TWO MODEL SYSTEMS

A. Energy-distribution model

The most likely inaccuracy model enables us to perfo
a full error analysis, provided detailed knowledge of thef
andg distributions. We begin our development by selecting
simple but reasonable form for these functions, and exam
the expected accuracy of a FEP calculation performed o
system that exhibits these distributions. Sincef and g are
related exactly via Eq.~5!, it is sufficient to specify a form
for just one of them; we will useg. An appropriate form of
the function should be able to characterize theg distribution
well, especially for the distribution tails which are importa
for the error analysis. It is especially important that the hig
energy range ofg(u) vanish no faster than exp(2u) ~so, for
example, a Gaussian form would be inappropriate!. Accord-
ingly, we consider the following form

g~x!5kxl exp~2abx!, ~18!

wherex5u2U0 with U0 is the minimum possible energ
difference between the perturbation systems;g(x) is defined
to be zero forx,0. The parametersl and a are positive
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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numbers~b is the reciprocal temperature, as above!, andk is
the normalization constant, which is given in terms of t
gamma function,

k5
~ba!l11

G~l11!
. ~19!

The f distribution function is derived using the relationsh
given by Eq.~5!:

f ~x!5kxl exp@2~a21!bx#exp~2bDA!. ~20!

Thus, forf to remain well-defined, we require the parame
a to be greater than the unity, i.e.,a21.0.

The function used above mimics well the behavior of t
distributions, at least for simple particle-insertion FEP cal
lations. As an example, in Fig. 1 we show thef andg histo-
gram from a simulation of the Lennard–Jones~LJ! system
and their fit to this form. The simulation conditions, as w
as the fitting parameters, are given in the caption of the
ure. As we can see, bothf and g distributions are well rep-
resented by this simple form.

Relevant thermodynamic quantities can be describe
terms of the function parametersl and a. The exact free-
energy difference,DA, is obtained from Eq.~4!,

bDA52~l11!ln~12v!, ~21!

wherev51/a and has value less than 1. ApproximatingDU
as the mean ofg,21 the average energy difference betwe
the target and reference is given by

bDU5bE ug~u!du5v~l11!. ~22!

Then the entropy difference is

FIG. 1. The fitting off andg histograms from a Monte Carlo simulation t
the algebraic functions used in the energy-distribution model in Sec. IV
On the plot, ln(f ) and ln(g) are presented as a function of potential-ener
changeu. The triangles and circles represent the histograms off and g
obtained in the simulation, respectively. The continuous curves are fi
results. Note that the variablex in Eq. ~18! is taken asx5u2U0 for this
fitting. U0 is the minimum energy change that could be encountered
deletion calculation, and was taken as the energy of a LJ particle in a pe
FCC lattice at the same density. The Monte Carlo simulation is conducte
r50.9 andb50.5 ~in units of the LJ potential parameters!. The high en-
tropy system contains 107 LJ particles with reduced diameter 1 and on
particle with reduced diameter 0.8; the low entropy system contains 10
particles with reduced diameter 1. Parameters in Eq.~18!, l52.820 anda
52.346, provide a good fit for bothf andg histograms.
Downloaded 15 Jul 2002 to 128.205.114.91. Redistribution subject to A
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and is always negative, consistent with our definition of
insertion FEP calculation.

With this simpleg distribution function in hand, a full
accuracy analysis can be easily conducted. Given a sim
tion lengthM, the most likely limit energyuf* , andug* can
be calculated numerically from Eqs.~12! and ~13!, respec-
tively, using the given forms of theg or f distributions. The
most likely error in the free-energy difference then can
computed using Eqs.~6! or ~7!. Various FEP conditions can
be simulated by choosing different sets of parametersl, a,
andb, since the shape of the distribution functions, as w
as the value of the thermodynamic quantities, depends on
choice of these parameters. The parameter sets used in
study, together with the corresponding thermodynamic qu
tities, are summarized in Table I. We cover a wide range
values ofDS/k, and also include different parameter se
having the sameDS/k.

It is worth noting that the ratio of variances off andg is
given by

s f
2

sg
2 5

a2

~a21!2.1, ~24!

indicating thatf is a wider distribution thang. According to
our argument in paper, I, sampling on the wider distributi
will provide greater accuracy in the free energy. The nume
cal results, discussed in the following, bear out this expe
tion.

B. Hard-sphere insertion model

To develop our heuristic, it is worthwhile also to analy
the most likely error for a particle-insertion FEP~Widom
insertion! in the simple hard sphere~HS! system. This per-
turbation has only two discrete energy changes, either zer
infinity. The insertion calculation is the only meaningful FE
calculation for the HS system~deletion is always inaccurate
regardless of sampling length!. The purpose of this analysi
is to look for any common inaccuracy behavior between t

.

g

a
ct
at

LJ
J

TABLE I. List of conditions used in the analysis of energy-distributio
model. The values of parameters,l, a, andb, are pre-given for each series
The entropy differenceDS/k is computed using the approach described
the text of Sec. IV A. Note that two series pairs, A1 and A2, A8 and A9,
included in the study. Each pair has about the same value ofDS/k.

Series l a b DS/k

A1 2.2 1.5 1.0 21.382
A2 3.4 1.667 0.9 21.392
A3 4.5 1.5 1.0 22.378
A4 7.0 1.5 1.0 23.456
A5 3.0 1.2 1.5 23.834
A6 10.0 1.5 1.0 24.751
A7 4.5 1.2 1.0 25.271
A8 2.2 1.034 1.45 27.790
A9 3.0 1.06 1.7 27.791
A10 18.0 1.5 1.0 28.207
A11 8.2 1.125 1.6 212.037
A12 5.0 1.052 3.24 212.314
A13 5.0 1.012 3.3 220.509
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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calculation and the one modeled with the continuous ene
distributions of the previous section. Trends found to ap
in these systems having very different energy distributio
and characterizations may be anticipated to hold genera

Only the successful insertion trials, which result in
overlap between particles, have nonzero contribution to
exponential of free-energy difference, exp(2bDA). The ex-
act free-energy difference, which is equivalent toDS/k be-
causeDU is zero, is simply related to the success probabi
p of an insertion trial

exp~2bDA!5exp~DS/k!5p. ~25!

The method for inaccuracy analysis of this discrete sys
must be different from that for the systems with continuo
energy distributions.26 For an insertion calculation with finite
sampling sizeM, the number of successful insertionsk
would differ fromMp becausek must have an integer value
whereasMp does not. Because the free-energy measurem
is given in terms ofk/M , this discretization effect gives ris
to inaccuracy inDA.

The probability that there arek successful trials out ofM
attempts is given by the binomial distribution,

Pk5
M !

k! ~M2k!!
pk~12p!M2k. ~26!

The most likely number of successful insertion trials,k* , can
be obtained by maximizing the probabilityPk ; sincek must
be discrete, we perform this maximization numerically,
simply scanning all values of integerk near the real value
Mp. Then the most likely free-energy difference,DA* , is
given by

exp~2bDA* !5
k*

M
, ~27!

and the most likely fractional error is

de5
exp~2bDA* !2exp~2bDAexact!

exp~2bDAexact!
5

k*

Mp
21. ~28!

For the tests we choose different success ratesp, and thereby
change the value of the entropy difference; these are liste
Table II.

V. HEURISTICS

A. Analysis of models

For comparison, we compute the most likely inaccura
in both the insertion and deletion calculations for the co
tinuous energy-distribution model. We present a typical p
of results in Fig. 2, using series A9 as an example. T

TABLE II. List of success rates~p! used in the analysis of hard-sphe
system discussed in Sec. IV B, and the corresponding values of en
difference,DS/k.

Series
Success rate

for insertion,p DS/k

H1 0.2211 21.509
H2 1.131025 211.408
H3 8.1231026 211.721
H4 1.2331027 215.907
Downloaded 15 Jul 2002 to 128.205.114.91. Redistribution subject to A
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figure, where the absolute error inDA is plotted as a function
of sample sizeM, shows a picture of most likely errors ver
similar to that obtained from actual simulations in paper
From Fig. 2, one can see that the free-energy errors for
insertion and deletion calculations have opposite sign,
both decrease with the increasing sample sizeM. However,
the magnitude of error for the insertion calculation diffe
markedly from that for the deletion calculation. With th
same sample size, the insertion error is much smaller.
also can see that the insertion inaccuracy decreases f
than its deletion counterpart, with increasing sampling s
This clearly shows that the insertion calculation has hig
efficiency in improving the simulation accuracy when i
creasing the sample size.

Numerical results for the fractional errorde for the mod-
els described in Sec. IV are presented in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3~a!,
de is plotted as a function of sampling lengthM, where one
can note that for different systems the error is non-negligi
for M spanning nine orders of magnitude in range~and this
could be made yet broader by selecting systems with e
larger entropy differences!. The same set of inaccuracy da
are presented in plot~b! instead as a function o
M exp(DS/k). Clearly, the inaccuracy is a decreasing functi
of both the sampling sizeM and the group paramete
M exp(DS/k). Equally clear is the collapse of the curve
when presented in terms of the groupM exp(DS/k), where
the error across different systems is non-negligible over
most, two orders of magnitude in this group. Importantly, t
curves from both models, the continuum energy-distribut
model, and the hard-sphere insertion model, collapse on
single, nearly universal form. This behavior convincing
demonstrates the important effect of the entropy differe
on the FEP inaccuracy, and confirms that the gro
M exp(DS/k) is an appropriate quantity to generalize t
common behavior of the inaccuracy in the FEP calculatio
Figure 3~c! shows that the data, when presented as sugge
by Eq. ~17! in terms of M exp(DS/k)/bsg differ from each
other even less than they do in Fig. 3~b! ~this plot excludes
the hard-sphere model data, for which the representa

FIG. 2. Results of the most likely inaccuracy from the analysis of ener
distribution model. The error inDA of series A9 is plotted as a function o
sample sizeM. The curve with open circles represents the most likely er
of the insertion calculation, and that with open triangles is for the dele
calculation. The dashed horizontal line indicates zero inaccuracy.

py
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Numerical results for the inaccuracy ofde observed in energy-distribution model analysis, hard-sphere system analysis, and simulation tes
different conditions. In plot~a!, the inaccuracy~in the linear scale! is presented as a function of simulation lengthM ~in the logarithmic scale!; in plot ~b! and
~c!, the same set of inaccuracy data~in the linear scale! are plotted as a function of the group parameterM exp(DS/k) andM exp(DS/k)/bsg ~in the logarithmic
scale!, respectively; plot~d! showsde andM exp(DS/k) both in the logarithmic scale, highlighting the large-M behavior. Note all the plots have the same ran
of orders of magnitude inx-axis. The solid curves are results from the energy-distribution model analysis; the~1! symbols are those of hard-sphere syste
analysis, and the other markers indicate inaccuracy observed in simulation tests. In plot~c! the hard-sphere data are not included. The dotted line in plot~d!
has a slope of21, and is presented as a reference. Conditions of the model analysis and simulation tests are given in Tables I to III.
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does not apply!. However the improvement to the universa
ity of the behavior is not so great to warrant this complic
tion, so we do not include it in what follows.

The decay rate of inaccuracy can be described in te
of the slope of the log-scale curves@Fig. 3~d!#, and is
given by the exponent g in the relationship de
;@M exp(DS/k)#2g. The results show thatg is not constant,
but increases asM exp(DS/k) becomes larger. At very sma
M exp(DS/k), the error decays slowly, andg is close to zero.
From this perspective the behavior of interest is instead
very largeM exp(DS/k), whereg approaches 1 for all tests
This indicates a relatively rapid decay in the inaccuracy
sufficiently largeM, and should be compared with theM 21/2

decay in the imprecision. The unsurprising, but neverthe
important, conclusion is that for sufficiently largeM, inaccu-
racy ~systematic error! eventually becomes washed out b
imprecision~noise!.

For comparison, in Fig. 4 we also plotde from the con-
tinuous model analysis as a function ofM exp(2bDA) in-
stead ofM exp(DS/k). Clearly M exp(2bDA) lacks the fea-
ture of collapsing the curves nicely, asM exp(DS/k) has done
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in Fig. 3~b!. This again indicates thatDA is not itself the
primary quantity affecting the accuracy.

B. Heuristic for estimating inaccuracy from
simulation results

It is of great interest to know how much FEP sampling
required to yield a result to an acceptable level of accura
say 95%, or at least somewhere within the precision of
calculation. The results of the model-system analyses, as
sented in Fig. 3~b!, suggest an appropriate heuristic to a
dress this question. There we see that the inaccuracy
many cases diminishes to something less than 5% when
value of M exp(DS/k) reaches about 100. However, this r
sult is not clear cut, inasmuch as some of the continuo
energy distributions do not reach this level of accuracy u
M exp(DS/k) reaches 1000 or more. In Fig. 5 we consider t
behavior of the fractional error inDA, which for some re-
searchers may be of greater interest than the fractional e
in exp(2bDA) ~or absolute error inbDA!, used in Fig. 3~b!.
By this measureM exp(DS/k)5100 presents a reasonab
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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safe threshold for proclaiming a free-energy result to be
curate. Consequently, given the behavior of the error as d
onstrated by both Fig. 3~b! and Fig. 5, we propose
M exp(DS/k)5100 as the standard for gauging the quality
any FEP calculation. If the sampling lengthM does not reach
this threshold, then sampling is insufficient and the cal
lated free-energy difference is likely to be in error. If
reaches this level but not much more, the result may be
curate, but should still be regarded with some suspicion
this measure reaches 1000 or more, the free energy can
good confidence be considered to be an accurate mea
ment. The groupM exp(DS/k)/bsg @cf. Eq. ~17!# presents a
better gauge of the accuracy of the result; if available, t
quantity can instead be compared to the threshold of 1
and if it passes this value, the measurement can be acce
with even more confidence.

Application of this heuristic requires knowledge ofDS,
but evaluation ofDS is the primary outcome of the FE
calculation. So naturally we ask how can thisDS, which is
of suspect accuracy, be trusted to verify its own correctne

The entropy differenceDS can be computed using for
mula

DS/k5b~DU2DA!, ~29!

where DU and DA are simulation results of the potentia
energy difference and free-energy difference for the per
bation systems. Obviously, thisDS can contain inaccuracie
from both DU and DA. However, the potential-energy dif
ferenceDU is a mechanical quantity, and can be measu
with quite good accuracy in a simulation. In some cases,DU
can be obtained from simulation of only the reference s
tem; for example, in a particle-insertion FEP calculation it
well-described by the average energy of one of the molec
present in the system. In the worst case, it can be meas
accurately by separate simulations of the reference and ta
systems, which perhaps is being done anyway as part
staged FEP calculation. Compared to that ofDA, the inac-
curacy ofDU is small and therefore will be ignored. Now,
has been shown by our most likely accuracy model, as w

FIG. 4. Plot of inaccuracyde from the continuous energy-distributio
model againstM exp(2bDA). The inaccuracy data are exactly the same
those presented in Fig. 3. The same number of decades are used f
x-axis for a better comparison with Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!.
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as by common observation, that an insertion FEP calcula
normally overestimatesDA. In turn, the value ofDS given
by Eq.~29! is underestimated~more negative!. Consequently
with the relationshipde;@M exp(DS/k)#2g, an underesti-
mated DS will result in an overestimate ofde. In other
words, the value ofM exp(DS/k) computed using simulation
results will indicate a larger error than its true value. The
fore, application of the heuristic, using the simulation res
for DS, provides a ‘‘safe’’ indicator of the accuracy of th
FEP calculation.

Importantly, all of the above assumes that the FEP c
culation is proceeding in the insertion direction, such th
DS,0. For many perturbations, the relative magnitude
the entropy of the systems can be correctly predicted by c
sidering their degrees of freedom qualitatively. However,
certain situations we may be unable to judge which of t
systems has the lower entropy without actually perform
simulations on them. Three cases can then arise:

~1! We correctly select the high-entropy system as the re
ence, and the entropy difference is non-negligible~say
2DS/k.1!. But if we simulate appropriately long to ge
an accurate free energy, and thus find thatM exp(DS/k)
is sufficiently large, we can trust the result.

~2! We incorrectly select the low-entropy system as the r
erence, and the true entropy difference~unknown to us!
is non-negligible. The inaccuracy of the deletion calc
lation is such that the measured entropy change will
close to zero, and perhaps with the noise in the calcu
tion DS/k may be found to be slightly negative. Th
reasoning considers that the sampling of narrowg distri-
bution would result in exp(2bDA)5^exp(2bu)&g , which
is about the same as exp(2bDU). AlthoughM exp(DS/k)
will indicate a good value, the result is incorrect, and w
must suspect it on the basis of the smallDS/k.

~3! The true entropy difference is in fact small,DS/k'0.
Unbeknown to us, we can safely choose either system
the reference, and we get a correct result for the f
energy and entropy. However, we cannot distinguish t

s
the

FIG. 5. Results of inaccuracy from model analysis and simulation tests.
inaccuracy is given in terms of fractional error inDA as a function of group
parameterM exp(DS/k). Conditions of model analysis and simulation tes
are given in Tables I to III.
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outcome from case~2!, which also yields a small~but
incorrect! entropy difference. Thus, we need to perfor
the FEP calculation in another direction, and see that
computed entropy difference remains a small numbe

We anticipate that the third case will not arise often
practice. A more likely problem is connected to the impli
supposition that the target system, of smaller entropy,
important configurations in phase space that form a wh
contained subset of the important configurations of the
erence. This issue was discussed in some detail in pap
One must apply some physical intuition and qualitative r
soning, specific to the systems of interest, to judge if t
situation holds. At present we do not have a quantitat
means to verify if two systems are related this way. If th
are not, it becomes necessary to apply staging method
construct a set of reference-target pairs that each meet
condition.

C. Heuristic for multistage FEP calculations

We now consider how our insight developed previou
can be used to better understand the formulation of mu
stage FEP calculations. The idea of a multistage method
break a large free-energy difference into a collection
smaller ones, formed using a set of one or more intermed
systems that interpolate the reference and target systems
example, the intermediates for a molecule-insertion FEP
culation could define a set of stages in which the molecul
inserted one atom at a time. Whereas the single-stage
calculation may be prohibitively long to achieve an acce
able level of accuracy, the FEP calculations between eac
the substages may be quite tractable. There are end
choices associated with the use of multistage metho
Should they be used at all? How many intermediate stage
best? How should the intermediates be formulated? In pr
ous work20 we considered this issue from the standpoint
the precision of the calculation, and concluded that the in
mediates should be selected such that the entropy differ
between them was the same for all stages, but we did
consider how many stages should be used, so we turn to
topic now.

We consider a FEP calculation between a given tar
and reference, having thermodynamic differencesDA, DS,
DU, etc. which are of course independent of the numbe
FEP stages used to compute them. We consider usingn in-
termediate FEP stages, and following the prescription de
oped previously, we define interpolating systems such
the entropy difference for all intermediates stages is
same, and equal toDS/n. Consequently the sampling leng
m required to reach some prescribed level of accuracy is
same for all stages, and satisfies

m exp~DS/nk!5c, ~30!

wherec is a constant. The total number of FEP samplesM is
the sampling length per stage, times the number of stag

M5mn5nc exp~2DS/nk!. ~31!

We can minimizeM with respect ton, and find that the
optimal number of intermediates is such that
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2DS/k

nopt
51. ~32!

That is, the optimal number of stages corresponds to a
entropy difference per stage.

We can also consider the same question from the p
of view of the precision of the calculation. In previous wo
we showed that the variance of the free-energy calculatio
related to the entropy difference and sampling length as
lows

sDA
2 ;M 21 exp~2DS/k!. ~33!

For independent stages of a multistage calculation, the t
variance is the sum of those for the substages. With
stages formulated to have equal entropy differences,
with equal allocation of sampling to each stage, the to
variance is

sDA
2 ;n~M /n!21 exp~2DS/nk!5

n2

M
exp~2DS/nk!.

~34!

Minimization of the variance with respect to the number
intermediate stages now yields

2DS/k

nopt
52, ~35!

which differs slightly from the accuracy-based heuristic, E
~32!. We note that if we approach this by instead minimizi
the overall sample size for fixed precision, we get this sa
criterion for the optimal number of stages.

As mentioned above, beyond a certain amount of sa
pling, the precision of the calculation is of greater conce
than its accuracy, so in general Eq.~35! is the heuristic to
follow in deciding if, and how many, intermediate stag
should be used. Regarding accuracy, one need only take
that the amount of sampling devoted to each stage is s
cient to ensure an accurate result. Using our heuristic
sufficient sampling, each stage should perform at least
3exp(2), or about 1000 independent FEP samples. It wo
be wise to pad this substantially to add a margin of safe
the degree of course depends on the expense associated
obtaining independent FEP measurements, and the comp
tional budget.

We reiterate the stipulation mentioned previously, th
all of this presupposes stages that have been formulate
ensure the ‘‘subset’’ relation of the important regions of co
figuration space. Depending on the relation between the
erence and target systems, the intermediates may be
structed in different ways to ensure that this relations
holds for all stages. The choices lead to methods commo
known as umbrella sampling,27,28 Bennett’s method,29 and
staged insertion.18,19 The reader is referred to paper I for
more detailed discussion of this issue.

VI. SIMULATION TESTS

We finish by examining the arguments and heuristics
veloped previously using actual FEP simulation data.
conducted a set of Monte Carlo simulations in the canon
ensemble for this purpose. In our simulation tests, the re
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 15 Ju
TABLE III. Conditions for the simulation tests conducted in Sec. VI. The ‘‘potential’’ and ‘‘diameter’’ colum
define the interaction and size of the special particle in the reference system. IG means ideal gas, and L
to Lennard-Jones potential; the diameter indicates the size of the special particle relative to a normal LJ
~diameter 1!. DSt /k is the ‘‘exact’’ entropy difference of the perturbation system computed by very l
simulation with full f andg analysis, as described in the text.

Series Potential Diameter Density,r b DSt /k

S1 IG 0 0.8 1.0 28.743 4
S2 IG 0 0.9 1.0 212.178 7
S3 IG 0 0.9 1.111 212.727 6
S4 LJ 0.65 0.8 1.0 24.450 5
S5 LJ 0.9 0.9 0.5 21.702 6
S6 LJ 0.8 0.9 0.5 23.202 0
S7 LJ 0.72 0.9 0.5 24.250 5
S8 LJ 0.7 0.9 1.0 25.799 0
S9 LJ 0.3 0.9 1.0 29.503 8
S10 LJ 0.2 0.9 1.0 212.413 2
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ence system contains 107 Lennard-Jones~LJ! particles, as
well as another particle which can be an ideal gas particle
a LJ particle with smaller diameter than a normal one.
target systems have 108 LJ particles. We change the sy
conditions~both thermodynamic state and perturbation co
ditions! from test to test in order to cover a wide range
entropy differenceDS between the reference and target s
tems.

For each condition, the ‘‘true’’ free-energy difference
computed using a very long simulation (M>53106) with
full f andg analysis, as described in paper I. The correspo
ing ‘‘true’’ DS, referred to asDSt , is also calculated accord
ing to Eq.~29!. Test simulation conditions, together with th
values of ‘‘true’’ DSt , are listed in Table III. Note that al
DSt are negative, and we deal only with insertion FEP c
culations.

In the test simulations, the free-energy difference is co
puted using the standard FEP formula, Eq.~1!. We vary the
number of FEP samplesM to study the dependence of acc
racy on the sampling length. Each sample is taken for c
figurations separated by 540 MC trials, so we consider e
to represent an independent contribution to the ensemble
erage. We repeat simulations independently up to 200 ti
for each condition and simulation length, and collect t
free-energy differences. We then find the median for th
results and use it as the most likely outcome of the fr
energy difference, since the median typically is closer th
the average to the peak~mode! of a distribution of measured
DA values. The difference between this median and
‘‘true’’ DA under the same conditions is taken as the m
likely inaccuracy. The entropy change for each finite-len
simulation is also computed based on the median ofDA, and
referred asDSf . Both M exp(DSt /k) and M exp(DSf /k) are
computed for comparison. Note that all the data used to c
pute the group parameterM exp(DSf /k) is exclusively based
on the simulation results, and makes no use of the additio
simulations performed to determine the trueDA.
We superimpose the simulation results on Figs. 3 and 5. N
in Fig. 3~b! and Fig. 3~c!, M exp(DSt /k) is used for the
x-axis. Figures 3 and 5 clearly show that the curves of sim
lation results are very similar to those of the model analy
This gives us the confidence that~a! the analysis conducte
l 2002 to 128.205.114.91. Redistribution subject to A
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is meaningful and~b! the heuristics are appropriate. Onc
again, the simulation results in plot~a! show that the simu-
lation length itself is not enough to reveal any internal co
mon characteristic of inaccuracy of FEP calculations. In c
trast, the group quantityM exp(DS/k) well characterizes the
common inaccuracy behavior of FEP calculations acros
wide variety of simulation conditions, as one can see fr
Fig. 3~b!. In Fig. 5, we can find that a value of 102 for the
group quantityM exp(DS/k) corresponds to an appropria
accuracy in the free-energy results.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The formalism developed in paper I provides power
tools to investigate the inaccuracy problem in FEP calcu
tions. The entropy difference,DS, of the perturbation plays a
central role in determining the extent of systematic error d
to inadequate sampling. It works together with the simulat
length,M, as a group quantity,M exp(DS/k), in determining
the inaccuracy of free-energy difference. Our study reve
thatM exp(DS/k) well characterizes the common behavior
inaccuracy, and can be used as a good indicator for iden
ing the accuracy level of the FEP calculation.

To ensure an acceptable level of accuracy in the F
calculation, two conditions must hold:

~1! The important configurations of the target must form
wholly contained subset of the configurations importa
to the reference; accordingly, the entropy of the tar
must be less than the reference-system entropy.

~2! The value ofM exp(DS/k) should be of the order of 102

or greater.

Assuming condition 1 is satisfied, condition 2 can
checked as follows:

~1! computeDA from the FEP calculations in the usu
way, according to Eq.~1!;

~2! compute the ‘‘exact’’ potential energy differenceDU
between the reference and target during the simulation
whatever means is convenient;

~3! compute entropy difference according to Eq.~29!;

~4! computeM exp(DS/k);
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~5! if DS/k is negative and significantly different from
zero, and ifM exp(DS/k) is about 102 or larger, the calculated
free energy can be trusted; ifDS/k is near zero, conduct th
FEP calculation in the reverse direction~exchanging the
roles of the target and reference!. If consistent results are
obtained, they can be trusted; otherwise the result co
sponding to the insertion FEP calculation~for which DS
,0! is the one to believe.

In future work we will examine these heuristics in th
context of other FEP calculations, considering other type
perturbations, and other, more complex, systems. It wo
also be of value to develop a quantitative measure that i
cates the degree of overlap of the important regions of c
figuration space for the reference and target systems.
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